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Abstract. In this paper we will focus on distant collaborative design activities. In design
graphic representations has always play an important role. If one look back in the history
of engineering, graphic representations has always been strongly present. Drawings,
sketches, mock-ups, and more recently digital representations (CAD, virtual reality, etc.)
are commonly shared in design teams. For many years we have been studying the role of
mediating objects in design teams, facilitating common understanding, knowledge
elicitation and sharing. More recently we have focused on the argumentative side of
design. Indeed, the discursive aspect of design is almost as important as the graphic one.
In relation to these observations we discuss the concept of intermediary object, boundary
object and transactive memory as a good theoretical framework. Today new technologies
enable to rethink the mediating structures in distant collaborative work. Particularly we
have studied the role of annotations for linking discursive and graphical aspects of design.
This led us to develop an annotation plate-form we will present and propose to the
discussion.
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Figure 1: It is difficult to distinguish annotation from the document reference of this annotated
sketch.
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3.3 Annotations that supports asynchronous exchanges

Figure 2: FEA linked to a lightweight representation from (Ding et al., 2009)

Figure 3: a great number of annotations require appropriate search and sort tools (Lene et al. 2009)
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4 Annotation based shared representations for
supporting asynchronous communication
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Figure 4: mediated communication in design: a basic pattern (Hisarciklilar and Boujut, 2009)
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4.1 The semantic annotation model

The annotation is then defined as:
Annotation = {body text, author, purpose, intent}
Design context axis
Author

<belongs-to>

SAT
<has-intent>

Body text

Intent

<is-related-to>

Purpose
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Message axis

tation model (Hisarciklilar and Boujut, 2009)

Figure 6: Three levels of representations

5 Discussion
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Figure 7: Example of an argumentation thread
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